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LIFE IS 
GRAND.



Lean back and take a deep breath. It feels good to be 
back, doesn’t it? Celebrate your new found freedom by 
roaming the streets like you used to. Without a set 
destination or expected time to be home and most 
importantly: with a thirst for adventure. Now hit the road  
in your new Grandland X, the time has come to reclaim 
what’s yours.

YOU ARE 
IN CHARGE.
AGAIN.
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Certain images and descriptions in this brochure may include some optional equipment. The contents of this catalogue were accurate at the time of publication (09/2018). We reserve the right to alter specifications and 
equipment at any time. Please consult your Opel dealer for the very latest information.



WELCOME BACK, 
HEARTBEAT.
You have always been known for being bold, nimble and 
quick-witted – and why should that have changed?  
The innovative features of the Grandland X have got 
your back in any situation.
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1 Standard on Ultimate. Not available on other models.   
2 Optional with Navi 5.0 infotainment system. Standard on Ultimate. 
3 Optional on SC, SRi and Elite. Standard on Ultimate.   
4 IntelliGrip is part of the All Road Pack and cannot be purchased individually.

IMPRESSIVE 360° SURROUND VISION1

Enhance your view to the max: a  
camera in the front and one in the  
back look out for pedestrians, bumps 
and other obstacles. 

PREMIUM DENON® SOUND SYSTEM2

The tailor-made sound system turns 
every road into a soundtrack. 

BRIGHT LED HEADLIGHTS3

Discover the innovative LED headlights 
with adaptive forward lighting and 30 % 
brighter vision than conventional 
headlights, thus increasing visibility.

ADVANCED INTELLIGRIP4 
You’re in control – and IntelliGrip ensures you 
remain so. Enjoy the ride while the  Grandland X 
adapts to the surface.

KEY INNOVATIONS: THE HIGHLIGHTS



WELCOME BACK, 
WANDERLUST.

1 Optional on SC and SRi. Standard on Elite and Ultimate. 

Your time has just begun – and the best is yet to come: 
the Grandland X oozes adventure from every angle with its 
sharply cut lines, muscular appearance and athletic attitude. 
Just get out there and follow your nose until night falls when  
you can gaze at the stars through your panoramic roof1.



07SIGNATURE EXTERIOR DESIGN



1 Standard on Elite and Ultimate models only. Not available on other models. Opel’s AGR front seats are certified by the 
Campaign for Healthier Backs (AGR), a centre of excellence for ergonomics. The certificate is a seal of quality awarded 
by an independent testing committee made up of experts from various medical disciplines. 

Overlook your territory: the relaxing high seating position 
gives you a comfortable lookout. Heated and ventilated, 
leather-trimmed, ergonomic active front seats1 support you 
on long trips. They adjust electrically in up to 16 ways for your 
perfect sitting position – simply push the buttons on the  
side of the seat.



09DISTINCTIVE INTERIOR DESIGN

WELCOME BACK, 
ATTITUDE.

Welcome home: premium materials, expressive 
shapes and a highly customisable design make the 
interior of the Grandland X the ultimate you-zone.

Everything within reach: the control panels are 
ergonomically optimised to keep your attention  
on the road ahead.



Automatic emergency braking3 can independently recognise 
dangerous situations ahead of the road and warn the driver 
acoustically. If another car or a pedestrian gets too close, the 
system decelerates your car. It even brings it to a standstill for 
speeds of up to 30 km/h.



11SAFETY INNOVATIONS

WELCOME BACK, 
INGENUITY.

1 Optional with 1.6 Turbo D automatic transmission on all models. Standard on Ultimate. 2 Optional on SC, SRi and Elite 
models. Standard on Ultimate.  3 Standard on Elite and Ultimate. Optional on SRi models as part of the Safety Pack. 
Automatic Emergency Braking with Pedestrian Detection works automatically above 5 km/h and below 140 km/h. From 
5 to 30 km/h the deceleration metric to reduce the impact speed of the collision is 0,9 g. From 30 to 140 km/h the system 
reduces the speed by a maximum of 50 km/h. Above this threshold, the driver needs to brake himself/herself to reduce 
the speed even further. Operational speed range of Automatic Emergency Braking with Pedestrian Detection depends 
on the detected obstacle (mobile obstacle: from 5 to 140 km/h; fixed obstacle: from 5 to 80 km/h; pedestrian: from 5 to 
60 km/h). Opel driver assistance systems are intended to support the driver within the limitations intrinsic to the 
system. The driver remains responsible for the driving task. Safety Pack also includes: lane keep assist, forward 
collision alert, automatic collision imminent braking (above 30 km/h) and driver drowsiness alert.

Automatic cruise control1.  
Sees ahead and maintains a safe 
distance from the vehicle in front at 
speeds between 30 and 180 km/h. 
The automatic acceleration and 
braking is extremely comfortable  
on long trips.

LED headlights with adaptive forward lighting2. 
Here you can see improvement at work: look ahead 
of curves and keep the high beam activated without 
affecting oncoming vehicles. Let the headlights 
lead you through the night – it automatically  
adapts to the conditions.



WELCOME BACK, 
CURIOSITY.
Drive ahead of the pack with these outstanding innovations.
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1 Standard on Ultimate. Opel driver assistance systems are intended to support the driver within the 
limitations intrinsic to the system. The driver remains responsible for the driving task.  2 Standard on 
Ultimate. Not available on other models.

Advanced park assist1. Take your  
hands off the steering wheel and let  
Grandland X steer you into your space.

Keyless entry and start2. Easy entry to your 
Grandland X without taking the keys out of  
your pocket.

360° Panoramic camera2. 
Indispensable in confined spaces. See 
what is happening behind or in front of 
the car from an overhead view.

SUPERIOR INNOVATIONS



1 Compatibility and certain functionalities may differ depending on type of device and version of operating system. To check  
the compatibility of your device, contact your Opel dealer. Apple CarPlay is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S.  
and other countries. Android is a trademark of Google Inc.  2 Optional in conjunction with Navi 5.0 infotainment system.  
Standard on Ultimate.  3 Optional on SC and SRi. Standard on Elite and Ultimate. Only for PMA or Qi enabled devices. To check  
the compatibility of your device, contact your Opel dealer. 4 Optional on SC. Standard on SRi, Elite and Ultimate.

Premium Denon® Sound System2. 
The advanced Hi-Fi system with 
eight audio speakers, subwoofer 
and an amplifier with 240 watts 
output help you live it up.

Seamless smartphone integration1.  
Connect your smartphone via Apple CarPlay™ 
or Android Auto™ with your IntelliLink 
infotainment system to access your phone, 
music and essential apps via the touchscreen.

Wireless charging dock3. Simply place  
your phone in the designated cradle for 
hassle-free charging.

Navigation system with 8-inch  
touchscreen4.  Ensures you get to  
your next adventure,  swiftly. Or home.

No matter whether you already know your next 
destination or simply follow your intuition – the 
stunning features of the Grandland X will get 
you there. Wherever that might be.



15SEAMLESS CONNECTIVITY

WELCOME BACK, 
AUTONOMY.



 YOU CAN LEAVE
 YOUR HANDS ON.

Let the winter sun in: the heated premium 
 features and the panoramic roof1 will help turn 
winter into the cuddliest season. It might be 
winter outside – but not inside the Grandland X.



17PREMIUM COMFORT

1 Optional on SC and SRi. Standard on Elite and Ultimate.   
2 Optional with Winter Pack One or Winter Pack Two. Winter Pack One is optional on SC and SRi. 
Standard on Elite. Winter Pack Two is optional on SRi and Elite. Standard on Ultimate. 

ThermaTec heated windscreen1.  
The ThermaTec technology quickly defrosts 
the windscreen, making your morning ice 
scraping a thing of the past.

Heated steering wheel2. 
Heats up at the push of a 
button. Once you get your 
hands on it, you’ll never  
want to let go.

Heated seats2. Winter Pack One gets 
you heated front seats with three 
settings. Winter Pack Two adds some 
warmth to the back seats.



WELCOME BACK, 
ME TIME.
Now that’s an impressive load volume: the 514-litre  
boot space easily expands to 1652 litres by folding down  
the rear seats. There has never been a better time to take  
up a new hobby.

1 Optional on SRi and Elite, standard on Ultimate.   
2 Optional on SC as part of Versatility Pack. Standard on SRi and Elite and Ultimate. 

Power tailgate1. Ever tried opening your 
tailgate with your hands full? No need to  
put your bags down now – a swipe under the 
rear bumper and the tailgate opens itself.  
To close it, just do the same. Simple.

Load-through2. Awkward loads to accommodate? 
No need for a roof rack, the load-through facility 
allows awkward objects to travel safely inside 
the car.

FlexFold. More passengers or more space?  
You can make the FlexFold seats disappear in 
one swift movement just when you need to.
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21DRIVING DYNAMICS

WELCOME BACK, 
CURVES.

Refuel with pleasure. Petrol or diesel our 
range of turbo-charged engines are powerful 
yet highly efficient.

Fun accelerator. Quickshift technology allows 
the improved 6-speed automatic transmission 
to shift with unprecedented smoothness.

Manual transmission. You have it in your 
hand: drive individually with the 6-speed 
manual transmission.

Catapult yourself into a new life! Every 
G randland X offers an optimal level of thrust  
to get you where you’re going. Get in and  
enjoy the dynamic, yet smooth ride.
• Optimal grip due to the tuned chassis –  

glues the car to the road 
• Dynamic driving performance thanks to 

 lightweight construction

For complete engine, fuel economy and emission data, plus availability of each engine  
by model, please refer to the Grandland X Price and Specification Guide available to  
download from www.opel.ie



WELCOME BACK, 
CONFIDENCE.

Who said you don’t care about  
interior design? Our trim levels are 
made to make you feel at home  
on the road, complete your style  
and impress your passengers.



23TRIM LEVEL OVERVIEW

1 Certified by the AGR (The Campaign for Healthier Backs) is an independent  
centre of excellence for ergonomics, based in Germany
Please see the Grandland X Price and Specification Guide, available from  
www.opel.ie for full features and equipment detail by model and prices.

The thrilling SC trim level offers:
•  Radio 4.0 IntelliLink
•  Apple CarPlay™ and Google Android 

Auto™ app projection
•  Steering wheel controls for phone  

and music
•  Bluetooth®

•  USB connection
•  Dual-zone electronic climate control
•  Steering column adjustable for reach  

and rake
•  Electrically operated front and  

rear windows 
•  17-inch alloy wheels
•  Front camera system with lane departure 

warning and speed sign recognition
•  LED daytime running lights
•  Rear parking distance sensors
•  Automatic lighting control
•  Rain-sensitive windscreen wipers
•  High beam assist

On top of the SC trim level:
•  Navi 5.0 IntelliLink with 8-inch  

colour touchscreen
•  Ambient LED lighting
•  Flex Floor
•  Front passenger’s seat height adjuster
•  18-inch alloy wheels
•  Front parking distance sensors
•  60/40 split folding rear seats with  

load through facility
•  Alloy-effect protective front and  

rear skid plates
•   Electrically foldable door mirrors with 

puddle light

Elite on top of the SRi trim level:
•  Leather seat facings
•  Ergonomic active sports front seats1

•  Power driver’s seat
•  Heated front seats with driver’s armrest
•  Heated steering wheel
•  Heated windscreen
•  Fixed panoramic glass roof panel
•  Wireless charger for mobile devices
•  Side blind spot alert
•  Forward collision alert
•  Automatic emergency braking
•  Driver drowsiness system
•  Lane assist
Ultimate on top of the Elite trim level:
•  Premium LED Adaptive Forward Lighting
• Power tailgate
• Keyless entry
• Dark-tinted rear window
•  Advanced park assist
•  Black roof and door mirrors
•  19-inch diamond-cut alloy wheels
•  360˚ panoramic camera
•  Automatic cruise control
•  Denon premium sound system
•  Alloy-effect sports pedals
•  Heated outer rear seats

SC SRi ELITE AND ULTIMATE



1
2

3

*Optional at extra cost. **Not available with Diamond Black or 
Amethyst Purple. Please refer to the latest Grandland X Price 
and Specification Guide available from www.opel.ie for details 
of colour prices. The colours reproduced may vary slightly from 
the actual paint colour. As a result they should be used as a 
guide only. Your Opel dealer has a comprehensive display of 
our paint samples.

WELCOME BACK, 
COLOUR.

Stand out in the crowd and put the rest to shame with your bold colour choice.
With most colours you can even opt for a black roof and door mirrors for added style**.

1. White Jade – Brilliant paint *
2. Pearl White – Tri-coat premium paint*
3.  Quartz Grey – Two-coat metallic paint*
4.  Moonstone Grey – Two-coat metallic paint*
5.  Jasper Grey – Solid paint
6.  Diamond Black – Two-coat metallic paint*
7.  Dark Ruby Red – Two-coat metallic paint*
8.  Amethyst Purple – Two-coat premium paint*
9.  Topaz Blue – Two-coat metallic paint*
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WELCOME BACK, 
BACK.

1 Standard on Elite and Ultimate.  2 Harlekin Marvel Black ergonomic sports-style front seats are optional (not illustrated).  3 Ergonomic sports-style front seats are optional (not illustrated).   
4 Ergonomic active front seats. Opel’s ergonomic active front seats are certified by the Campaign for Healthier Backs (AGR), a centre of excellence for ergonomics. The certificate is a seal of quality 
awarded by an independent testing committee made up of experts from various medical disciplines. Please see the Grandland X Price and Specification Guide, available from www.opel.ie for full 
details of ergonomic active front seat availability and prices.

Take a seat – it’s comfy: the SC and SRi fabric seats  
adjust to your back in up to eight ways. And because we 
all care about our health, on Elite and Ultimate models we 
threw in ergonomic sports-style front seats1 – with leather 
for even more luxury! They received the seal of approval 
from the AGR – Campaign for Healthier Backs – and adjust 
in up to sixteen possible ways. 

   SC: Berson Marvel Black fabric seats2, décor 
mouldings in Frosted Silver. 

   SRi: Harlekin Marvel Black fabric seats with premium 
leather-effect (x3) bolsters3, décor mouldings in 
Toba Grey.

   Optional on SRi: Harlekin medium atmosphere 
fabric inserts with premium leather-effect (x3)
bolsters4, décor mouldings in Sanora Gold.

   Elite and Ultimate: perforated Marvel Black leather 
with premium leather-effect (x3) bolsters4, décor 
mouldings in Toba Grey.

INTERIOR MATERIAL



The wide selection of wheels lets you express your love for design.

1. 17-inch alloy wheels, 5-twin-spoke design, Bright Silver – SC models.
2. 18-inch alloy wheels, 5-spoke design, Diamond Cut, Technical Grey  

– Optional on SRi and Elite models*.
3. 18-inch alloy wheels, multi-spoke design, Bright Silver – SRi and Elite models.
4. 19-inch alloy wheels, 5-twin-spoke design, Diamond Cut, bi-colour,  

High Gloss Black – Ultimate models.
5. 18-inch alloy wheels, 5-spoke design, Bright Silver.  

Optional as part of All-road Pack*.

WELCOME BACK, 
FREEDOM OF CHOICE.

1

2

3

4

5

 

TYRE LABELLING
Wheels 215/65  

R 17
225/55  
R 18

235/50  
R 19

Fuel efficiency class C C C

Wet grip class A C–A B

External rolling noise measured value (dB) 69 71–69 72

External rolling noise class

*Optional at extra cost.



29WHEELS AND ACCESSORIES

Safety grid. Keep your four-legged  
friend safe – as well as your back seat  
covers – by separating the passenger  
and luggage compartments.

Sports pedal kit. Round out your driving  
style with the right set of pedals.

Child seats. Fewer tangles, more safety!  
Tailor-made child seats with an ISOFIX 
bracket make buckling up less stressful for  
the kids and you.

Opel roof box. Increase the load volume for 
grand adventures.

FlexConnect accessories. Save time and 
space with this handy system. Fix a tablet 
holder, drinks table, coat hangar or just a 
hook to hang you shopping bags. Neat.

Accessories that make your 
Grandland X even better.
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REASONS, 
TO GET EXCITED.

These five features guarantee a tingling sensation from the 
moment you get in and start the engine.

1.  Kick-ass 360° panoramic camera1. The bird’s eye view 
is both impressive and useful.

2.  Flashy LED headlights with Adaptive Forward 
Lighting2. Look further ahead – or around the corner. 
The LED AFL headlights extend your view to the max.

3.  Pumping Denon® sound3. Your favourite tunes deserve 
only the best sound system.

4.  Adventure-ready IntelliGrip4. You remain in control – 
regardless of the road conditions.

1 Standard on Ultimate models only.  2 Optional on SC, SRi and Elite as part of Premium LED Adaptive  
Forward Lighting. Standard on Ultimate models.  3 Optional with Navi 5.0 infotainment system. Standard  
on Ultimate models.  4 IntelliGrip is part of the All Road Pack and cannot be purchased individually.   
Please see the Grandland X Price and Specification Guide available from www.opel.ie for more information  
on option availability and prices.

31REASONS TO BUY
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Opel Service.
Europe-wide Customer Service.

Throughout Europe, more than 6,000 Opel repair 

workshops are ready to provide professional and 

punctual service. As you’d expect, they’ll repair your 

vehicle to the highest standards. More unusually, 

perhaps, they’ll tell you exactly what’s been done 

and why, and they will show any costs involved 

clearly and concisely.

New Vehicle Warranty.

Opel Automobile Ireland Limited (referred to  

as ‘Opel’) guarantees for motor vehicles of its 

manufacture, that each vehicle is free from defects 

according to the state of the art for a period of:

The first 2 years carry an unlimited mileage 

warranty. The 3rd year of warranty has a mileage 

limitation of 100,000km for Passenger Cars & Car 

derived vans, for Combo, Vivaro and Movano  

the limitation is 150,000km. The warranty is valid 

from delivery from the supplying Opel Distributor 

or from first registration, whichever occurs first 

(warranty start date).

Opel Roadside Assistance.

This free-of-charge mobility service is valid  

for all new Opel vehicles during the first year  

after the date on which they were first  

registered or delivered to the customer by the 

dealer, depending on which date comes first.  

No matter where you are, the Opel Assistance  

is there to help. In more than 40 European countries 

– round the clock. Offering services such as 

breakdown assistance, towing services, rental car, 

hotel accommodation or the organisation of onward 

transportation, e.g. via rail or air (please see 

programme conditions).

12-year Anti-Perforation Warranty.

Opel provides you with a reliable long-term 

warranty against perforation, provided you have 

your vehicle serviced and all necessary inspections 

performed according to the service booklet.

2-year Warranty for Opel Batteries.

With a 2-year warranty for service-installed Opel 

original batteries your starting problems are  

over – even in the coldest winter.

Parts and Accessories Service.

Opel parts and accessories are available at your 

local Opel Shop, where you’ll find everything to 

make your vehicle more comfortable or to meet 

your individual needs, as well as expert advice.

Opel on the Internet.

Need instant information? At www.opel.ie  

you can access a wealth of information on  

all Opel cars, services, and accessories.  

Get online for Opel news and product updates.

Recycling.

Information about Design for Recycling, Take- 

Back points for End of Life Vehicles (ELVs) and  

the recycling of ELVs can be found on the Opel 

website www.opel.ie

In case of any questions, please ask your  

Opel dealer. More information can be found  

at www.opel.ie


